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In which of the following words the root “cur” means “course” ?

Curricle        Occur     Recurrence    Recur

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The best meaning for the word “antecede” is ……………………

frequent occurrence       a drug used against fever 

to  surpass                      to seize before hand  

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The best equivalent for  the morphemes of the word “amphibia” is …………..

like +life   life+like    life+both both+life

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which equivalent is not appropriate for “caco-demon” ?

An evil spirit          

 Nightmare

Bad pronounciation 

The twelfth house in a figure of the heavens

4-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The best equivalent for the word “annals” is …………….

a yearly income In a year

The record of a single year  a yearly allowance 

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

“Barometer” is an instrument which measures ………….?

Time  Space   

Atmosphere pressure Temperature

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The best meaning for the word “misogynist” is…………

active enmity    to give life to  

government by the woman      a woman –hater

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following is an equivalent for the word “headache”? 

 Cephalalgy   Neuralgia    Nostalgia  Melancholia

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is an equivalent for “lying under skin”?

Taxidermy    Hypodermic   Hydrodermic      Hyperdermic

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which morpheme  has  the meaning of “finger”?

Dict   Dia  Digit Dent 

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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All the following words have the meaning of “ breaking” except ………….

 

 fracture fugitive   frangible    fragile 

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following  does not  show the meaning “similarity”?

Aqua     Hom    Equi      Aequi

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is not appropriate as an  equivalent for the word “itinerary”? 

A course of travel       A journal of travel    

A route                 To travel from place to place

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following words  represents  the meaning of “the quality of being talkative”?

Erratum      Arborous  Garrulity      Equivorous 

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The morphemes “hagi- bon-alb” respectively mean………….

holy-white –good   holy ,good ,white  

white-good-holy    good –holy, white 

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which word is a good equivalent for the meaning “capable of being believed”?

Credence   Credulous Credible    Credit

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which semantic analysis is not appropriate for the following words?

Relinquish: again +leave +ish      Entomoid: insect+like

Lapidary: stone+ary                     Breviped:brave+foot

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one means “a hundred”?

Hepta  Hexa      Penta  Hecto

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which meaning is not appropriate for  the word “insular”?

Pertaining to an island   Inhabitant of an island 

Narrow in feelings             Island 

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following  is  an appropriate equivalent for the meaning

“the cultivation of a garden”?

Cacoepy     Horticulture Boviform    Ligature

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The semantic analysis  “upon +  fruit” is  appropriate for the word ……………..

Epicarp     Cryptic Candid   Glaucous

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The morpheme “idio” means all of the following except …………….

Private   Idea            Distinct   Own 

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which morpheme has a different meaning?

Haem    Hem    Hemi Hema 

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is a good equivalent for the word 

‘lachrymose’?

Tearful       A weeper     Lamentable Meet for tears

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which morpheme is different?

Nomo     Onym     Onoma    Nomen 

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The morpheme ‘non’ has a different meaning in……………….

noncombatant   nonage    nonaquatic  nonane 

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following does not mean ‘move’?

Migr   Mis     Mot Mob

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The morphemes ‘myo-mers-mel’ respectively mean…………….

muscle-dip-honey           honey –dip-muscle    

dip-muscle –honey       muscle –honey –dip

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following semantic analyses is not appropriate ? 

Necromancy:  dead+ devination Ignominy: in+reputation+y

Mortiferous: death+produce+ous  Malformation: good+shape+action

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which meaning is not appropriate for each of the following morphemes?

Moni: advise        Mort :death 

Morb: death Mord: catch

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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